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How is it already my third edition as editor of Cygnus? Time is a constant surprise for me, but unlike 

Einstein, I have no real concept of how it all links together into the fabric of the Universe. The age we 

find ourselves in now, is an age where we are finding ever more information about this ‘fabric’; how we 

believe dark matter is weaving a connection to everything, and how better to interpret the data we 

are receiving from a multitude of space probes and space telescopes zooming around the Solar 

System and beyond. In this issue of Cygnus we have articles covering two space investigating 

technologies; the James Webb Space Telescope and the Solar Orbiter, along with more Earth-bound 

technologies and some Moon watching too. In an unprecedented situation for Cygnus, I’ve had to 

hold back some articles for the summer edition - thank you to all who have submitted articles, if yours 

isn’t included, don’t fret it’ll be along soon. 

Computers are a defining sign of our era. With each computational advance this technological age is 

providing us with, we are seeing an exponential increase in computer processing ability and mind-

blowing levels of information. Yet there is still that matter of the big question that has yet to be 

answered - Does life exist elsewhere?  

I’m not alone though in thinking it’s just a matter of time. Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock (presenter of The Sky 

At Night) told the guardian (in December) “I sometimes wonder where the aliens are, but I have little 

doubt that they’re out there. It’s the numbers game. There are just too many planets, galaxies, solar 

systems, moons and stars to think there can’t be more life. Maybe they came in the age of the 

dinosaurs and left because they had no one to communicate with. I actually think that aliens arriving 

would be brilliant for us. Us putting aside our differences and getting our act together to face invading 

aliens might finally unite humanity.” A bit science fiction maybe, but a common cause is likely to be our 

species’ saviour. 

On the subject of us, humans that is; what actually are we? The reality is actually pretty science fiction 

itself. At the cellular level, we consist of only 50% human cells. The other 50% comprises of our Biota. To 

put that in plain English; half of everyone of us is made up of microbes, such as bacteria. We are in 

effect a multi-species collection of cells, combining to make us what we are. Without the bacteria we 

wouldn’t be able to digest very much of our food, others fight off ‘bad’ bacteria, and another set help 

regulate how our bodies and minds work. So it isn’t such a strange thing to be looking for bacterial life 

on other worlds at all. One thing we know for certain about bacteria, is that there are a vast number of 

different evolutionary adaptations; which means they have been found in some pretty extreme 

environments on Earth. So what about bacteria in space? 

Erica Hartmann, a scientist at Northwestern University, Illinois, has reported that microbes stuck in the 

International Space Station are adapting to survive in the harsh environment of space. These bacteria 

floating above Earth are changing as a result of the environment within, and around the ISS. Higher 

levels of radiation, microgravity and lack of fresh air are all contributing to evolutionary changes within 

the bugs. What is interesting though, is that they are not evolving towards becoming antibiotic resistant 

(dangerous, disease causing) superbugs, they are instead simply changing to deal with the difficulties 

of floating above Earth. So maybe at least space bacteria may not be that common enemy, but 

instead maybe ‘friends’ that help our species to work together towards understanding ourselves and 

our potential alien neighbours. 

EDITORIAL - and a little bit of  astrobiology 

DISCLAIMER: Cygnus is a quarterly publication, it is 

produced by and for members of the Norwich 

Astronomical Society. Opinions expressed in Cygnus are 

those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect 

those of the Society. 

Cover artwork: IC342 Galaxy  is an 

intermediate spiral galaxy in the 

constellation Camelopardalis, located 

relatively close to the Milky Way. Image 

by Geof Lewis. 

Gary Wortley 
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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES - an NAS (astro) boost 

It is always good practice to check what one has written in previous editions of this report, if only to be 

forewarned of previous predictions that have proved to be wide of the mark. Because of the natural 

caution which, hopefully, advancing years should bring there do not appear to be too many of these 

so far. It is also good to see what was written previously at particular times of the year. In that way it is 

possible to get a sense of how the Society is doing. Even taking a hard look, I can find no previous 

mention of the word Astroboost. This recent programme of the Royal Astronomical Society is now into its 

second stage, and hopefully there are not many members unaware that NAS has been selected as 

one of the small number of astronomical societies selected to participate in this phase of the 

programme. There is an excellent summary of the programme on the NAS web site, so if you are 

interested please have a read of it. One things I can safely predict is that you will be hearing a lot more 

about Astroboost, infrared astronomy and the James Webb Space Telescope as the year moves on.  

As you may know, one of my own interests, working together with a first-class team of fellow members, is 

the organising of and working with groups of visitors to the observatory, and less often, to their own 

locations. At a similar date each year it is only human nature to compare with previous years. As it 

stands, the number of meetings held so far this season including the early part of this month of February 

is slightly up on the previous one, and we are so heavily committed over the next two months that we 

have suspended taking any further new bookings. 

Could we run more visits if we increased the number of volunteers running them? They are, after all, the 

second source of income to the Society’s funds. It is very doubtful whether we could do this. A number 

of our visiting groups, especially, the younger ones, have to start their visits early in the evening, often at 

6 PM. Many of our members have full time jobs and/or have major family responsibilities which would 

make it impossible for them to help with the setup and running of these visits. Also, we have a major 

concern about overuse of our facilities, particularly by groups who have little experience of them. One 

really positive thing to say is that the standard of supervision by the organisers of the groups themselves 

is of a very high standard, and of course there is not much to beat the excitement of a first telescope 

sight of an astronomical object such as the moon, or Jupiter, or the Great Orion Nebula. 

Astronomical events have a way of recurring, and that certainly applies to planets. Although this year is 

not the closest opposition that the Earth has experienced with Mars in recent times, this year’s  situation 

is helped by the fact that the planet will be reasonably high in the sky at our latitude, especially in 

November. For that reason during National Astronomy Week from November 14-22 there will be a whole 

series of Mars Encounter events around the country. NAS should be well placed to join in the activities. 

An additional incentive is that at our latitude the next time that a similar encounter will happen is in 

2033. Of course by that date there may be humans walking about on the red planet. How about that 

for a prediction? 

Many of our experienced observers will tell you that the night sky is definitely not what it used to be. 

Although these comments are mainly anecdotal, there are people who always take note of what the 

observing conditions are like, and if a diary is kept, the number of observing sessions can be compared 

over the years. So, yes, we do have a problem, partly as a result of the obvious ways in which the 

climate is changing but also because of the increase in external domestic night lighting. One American 

astronomer commented on-line recently that it is almost as if many people have become afraid of the 

dark. Funnily enough, a lot of people were also afraid of the dark in medieval times, as any fans of 

Shakespeare will tell you. They did however have plenty of clear night skies which is something we have 

also experienced at Seething over the last month to six weeks. Long may it continue.               Dark skies! 

Roger Preece 
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ASTROBOOST - an introduction 

The Norwich Astronomical Society are going to become the Norfolk representatives 

for the AstroBoost project, which aims to increase public awareness and understanding of the James 

Webb Space Telescope (known as Webb) space mission. 

The James Webb telescope, due to launch in 2021, has 18 foldable hexagonal segments that make up 

the 6.5m primary mirror. The instruments will be looking at the infrared light from distant and ancient 

objects along with peering through nebulae (dust clouds) to observe the formation of stars and planets. 

Spectrometers will measure the atmosphere on exoplanets to increase our understanding of these 

mysterious worlds orbiting distant stars.  

The AstroBoost  project is managed by the James Webb 

Space Telescope UK Campaign, building upon a Royal 

Astronomical Society initiative. In this new project phase, 

nine societies from across the UK will receive special training 

and educational resources related to the mission. 

AstroBoost aims to increase public awareness of Webb, its objectives and the technologies involved. 

The UK played a major role in development of the telescope, and it is hoped that its story will provide 

people a springboard into interest and participation in astronomy and engineering. 

The AstroBoost project has been designed and delivered by science communications expert Dr Jenny 

Shipway and was funded by The Science and Technology Facilities Council’s (STFC) Spark Awards and 

the James Webb Space Telescope UK campaign. STFC is part of UK Research and Innovation – the UK 

body which works in partnership with universities, research organisations, businesses, charities, and 

government to create the best possible environment for research and innovation to flourish. 

After training, which takes place on 

20th march 2020, we will be sharing 

our knowledge of this exciting project 

through our outreach activities. 

Included in our participation of this 

project is provision of an infrared 

camera. This will allow us to educate 

the public why this has been chosen 

as the primary technology for the 

James Webb telescope through 

demonstrations on the difference 

between visual light and infrared light. 

Such demonstrations will play a key 

part in our activities from April 2020 

onwards, including the ever popular 

Norwich Science Festival. 

Since the IR camera does not require dark skies, we will be able to hold group visits throughout the 

summer season (May to September). Any groups interested in learning about the James Webb Space 

Telescope please contact the Society through the groupvisit@norwichastro.ork.uk.  

For more information contact: secretary@norwichastro.org.uk or membership@norwichastro.org.uk 

NASA image 

Andrew Sutkowski 

mailto:secretary@norwichastro.org.uk
mailto:membership@norwichastro.org.uk
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Roger begins a series of articles on Infrared telescopy, here he goes back to the beginning. 

“On 11 February 1800, Herschel was testing filters for the Sun so he could observe sunspot. When using a 

red filter he found there was a lot of heat produced. Herschel discovered infrared radiation in sunlight 

by passing it through a prism and holding a thermometer just beyond the red end of the visible 

spectrum. This thermometer was meant to be a control to measure the ambient air temperature in the 

room. He was shocked when it showed a higher temperature than the visible spectrum. Further 

experimentation led to Herschel's conclusion that there must be an invisible form of light beyond the 

visible spectrum.” (Rowan-Robinson, Michael (2013). Night Vision: Exploring the Infrared Universe. 

Cambridge University Press). 

The Norwich Astronomical Society has a high regard for the Herschels (William and Caroline) to the 

extent of having one of its domes named after them, and having it re-opened at Seething when it had 

been completely refurbished by the great x5 grandson of Sir William Herschel. The event in 1800 just 

described was a turning point in human realisation that what could be seen in the night sky was only 

part of what was out there. At that time we did not realise the extent of our sensory deprivation but we 

now have a pretty good idea of what we were missing. Just to reinforce the extent of the problem 

caused by earth’s atmosphere, though it does offer the minor advantage of sustaining life, we can 

show the effect graphically by referring to figure 1. 

The recent invitation to the Society to participate in the Royal Astronomical Society’s Astroboost follow 

up programme, and the upcoming handover of an infrared camera, kicks off the Society’s 

participation in the efforts to bring the ideas, practicalities and outcomes of infrared astronomy to a 

much wider public. Not wishing to be slow to the starting line, we have already held our first 

presentation on the subject itself and the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) on Monday 

10 February at Seething observatory to a group of UEA physics students.  A number of very useful lessons 

were learned as a result of this presentation which will help in the planning of  our future events 

covering  this subject. We are also producing a series of articles on infrared astronomy for members 

which will appear in future editions of Cygnus. 

IN FOCUS - Seeing Red part 1 

Figure1: full electromagnetic (e/m) spectrum 

Roger Preece  
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The science programme of the JWST has a number of aspects which can be summarised as (1) 

observing the first galaxies, (2) tracking the evolution of galaxies, (3) revealing the birth of stars and 

planets, and (4) characterising other worlds with the potential for life. The programme certainly does 

not lack ambition and the fact that the telescope was designed as an infrared one is a clear indication 

of what can be achieved by using such frequencies. Irrespective of the final outcome of the JWST 

mission itself, a greater understanding of the particular qualities of infrared astronomy can only be 

beneficial in our understand of what the universe out there is really like. To that end, here we will briefly 

look at why using infrared frequencies helps us to look further back in time. 

Subsequent articles will look at the possibilities for validating or not the mathematical models that have 

already been constructed for understanding the early universe and the whole fascinating subject of 

exoplanets and their potential atmospheres. 

Many of our members will be familiar with the 

Deep Field images produced in the 1990s by the 

Hubble Space Telescope (figure 2 above: is an 

example of this). The published image was of a 

‘pea at arm’s length’ field of view of an 

apparently dark section of the night sky. 

The image revealed more than two thousand 

galaxies, with the furthest back in time being only 

some 1.5 billion year after the Big Bang (13.77 

billion years ago). As a result of the installation of 

the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) during 

a space shuttle servicing mission, Hubble Ultra 

Deep Field images were generated in 2003 and 

2004, with subsequent processing and 

publication. A further refinement was made by 

using the Hubble’s near infrared camera, which 

produced images dated to some 460 billion years 

after the Big Bang.  

The evident red shifting of some 

of the galaxies revealed the 

limit of the use of mainly visible 

wavelength to probe deeply 

into the period after the Big 

Bang. But why should this be? 

The explanation is the effect on 

light of red shifting and, in this 

particular case, is known as 

cosmological redshift. The 

phenomenon is believed to 

arise as a consequence of the 

stretching of space itself.  

Edward Hubble established that 

galaxies are receding from 

each other, and as light travels 

Figure 2 (above): Hubble Ultra Deep Field 

Figure 3 (above): Big Bang representation 
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across space its frequency changes, 

shifting, for example, from visible light 

frequencies to infrared frequencies. One 

result of this is that visible light which started 

its journey through space in the first star and 

galaxy forming period after the Big Bang is 

redshifted by the time it gets to our time 

and position. Consequently, the only way 

that such light from the distant past can be 

viewed at the present time is in the infrared. 

But infrared astronomy can do much more than this. Interstellar dust and gas was traditionally regarded 

by astronomers, both professional and amateur, as little more than a nuisance, obscuring stellar objects 

that would otherwise be easily visible. Space itself was thought to be essentially empty. 

“In fact, much of it is filled with both atomic and molecular gas (mainly hydrogen and helium), together 

with very small solid particles or dust (composed largely of carbon, silicon and oxygen). This interstellar 

material can be very dense, forming nebulae. In other regions the gas and dust density can be very 

low.” 

“Most of this interstellar gas and dust originates from the death of stars which either exploded 

(supernova) or blew off their outer layers, returning their material to interstellar space. From this material, 

new stars are formed. Often, the gas and dust between the stars can be detected only in the infrared. 

Dust grains absorb visible and ultraviolet light which causes them to heat up and radiate in this part of 

the frequency spectrum. Also, by using infrared detectors, astronomers can penetrate the often invisible 

interstellar gas and dust clouds and gain much information about their composition and structure. 

“ (Source: Caltech on-line/ cosmic classroom). 

Referring again to figure 1, it would 

seem that little of the necessary 

scientific investigation can be 

carried out from the surface of the 

earth, though these days there are 

major exceptions, mainly at high 

altitude observatories. The fact that 

the telescopes and their detectors 

and other instrumentation needed 

to be above the atmosphere 

explains why this field of astronomy 

was slow to get started in a 

meaningful way. What has 

happened since the ability to orbit 

telescopes dedicated to the 

infrared was developed will be 

described in the next edition of 

Cygnus, as will the ground based 

possibilities. Watch this space! 

Figure 4: The human eye and red shift effect 

Artist's impression of James Webb SpaceTelescope. Credit: ESA, NASA, S. 

Beckwith (STScI) and the HUDF Team, Northrop Grumman Aerospace Sys-

tems / STScI / ATG medialab  
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SKY NOTES 5 - for the Seething Observatory Sky 

Len Adam April/May/June 2020                                                                                                  

On the night of Wednesday 1st April 

2020 the Sun sets at 7:30 p.m. but the 

waxing Moon will have an altitude of 

60° at sunset with a phase of about 

54° making it a difficult night for 

observation of objects requiring a 

dark sky but an excellent night for 

observations near the terminator of 

the Moon. The shadows cast at half 

Moon will bring out the features of 

the craters and lunar mountain 

ranges.  

On Friday the 3rd of April the sun will 

set at 7:33 p.m. At 9 p.m. local time 

the planet Venus will be at an 

altitude of 26° and will be in front of 

the stars of the Pleiades as shown in 

Figure 1.  The azimuth of Venus will be 

275° which means you will need a 

clear view to the west to get a good 

view, bearing in mind that an 

azimuth of 0° is due north, 90° is due 

east, 180° is due south and 270° is 

due west. Two hours later at 11 p.m.  

Venus will have moved slightly to the 

east and will be in the position shown 

in Figure 2 but will be very low.  Venus 

will be very bright and will outshine all 

of the stars in the sky at a magnitude 

of minus 4.42. Only the Moon is 

brighter. The brightest star in the 

Pleiades is Alcyone with a magnitude 

of 2.86.  

Taking into account that each 

magnitude difference corresponds to 

a brightness ratio of 2.5 this means 

that Venus will actually be 817 times 

brighter than Alcyone on 3rd April. 

Venus will then be 16 times brighter 

Figure 1: Venus in the Pleiades at 9 p.m. 

3rd April 2020 

Figure 2: Venus in the Pleiades at 11 p.m. 

3rd April 2020 
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than Sirius, which has a magnitude of -1.44. The Moon will have an altitude of 56° at 9 p.m. on 3rd of 

April and an azimuth of 172° towards the south. On the 8th of April the Moon is full. April 21st/22nd sees 

the peak of the Lyrid meteor shower. The Moon will be out of the way so Lyra can be observed 

overnight as it gains altitude, transiting the meridian after 5 a.m. on the morning of the 22nd April.  

The galaxies M81 and M82 will be 

visible throughout April, May and 

June and on the 24th May the 

comet C/2017 T2 PanSTARRS will 

be close by this pair. The 

estimated position of the comet is 

shown in Figure 3.  The comet will 

be 8th magnitude so should make 

a good photographic object. 

I managed to capture an image 

of the comet as it passed by the 

Double Cluster in Perseus in 

February. The image in Figure 4 

was taken with a Canon 40D DSLR 

and a Redcat 51mm lens.   

  

Hopefully the skies will be clear 

a n d  g i ve  m e mb e r s  th e 

opportunity to capture the comet 

as it passes by these well known 

galaxies.  What will it look like in 

May?  The comet is predicted to 

have brightened by then but 

comets are like cats – they decide 

for themselves what they are 

going to do! 

 

 

 

In May the constellation of Bootes is in the evening sky.  Figure 5 shows the constellation.  

The prominent star in this constellation is of course the bright reg giant Arcturus. The magnitude of 

Arcturus is -0.05. There is an easy way to find Arcturus if you are familiar with the constellation of Ursa 

Major. Simply follow the tail of Ursa Major (the Plough)  in a curved path  you hit a really bright star – that 

is Arcturus!  If you study the top right of the chart in figure 5, you will see that the tail of the Plough takes 

you down to the star. There are no other stars of such brightness in the vicinity. Arcturus rose to fame in 

the public eye in 1933 when the Chicago World Fair – otherwise known as the “Century of Progress” was 

Figure 3: The predicted position of the 

comet near M81 and M82 in May. 

Figure 4: C2017/T2 PanSTARRS in early 

February. 
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launched when the light from Arcturus, detected by photo-electric cells, triggered the ‘switch on’ of all 

the lights at the fair.  

Figure 5: The Constellation of Bootes Creative Commons Unported Licence IAU/Sky and Telescope 
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The reason that Arcturus was chosen is that the light from Arcturus was considered to have started its 

journey towards Earth  40 years earlier – the year of the previous Chicago World Fair. Unfortunately the 

distance to Arcturus is now known to be about 37 years so the exhibition should have been held in 1930!  

On the 22nd May the planet Mercury is in the sky close to Venus in the constellation of Taurus. . You 

should be able spot them easily in the evening sky with a glaring Venus at magnitude -4.2 and Mercury 

at a bright magnitude -0.53.  

Jupiter and Saturn can be spotted in June before dawn.  On 15th June they are very close together, 

split by the boundary between Capricornus and Sagittarius but are low in the south.   

The constellation of Lyra is high in the sky in June. 

 

 

 

 

 

The constellation contains the following two objects: One is Messier 56, a globular cluster that does not 

compare with the amazing cluster Messier 13 when observing through my own telescopes but is worth 

seeking out. Its location is marked in Figure 6.  An image obtained from the Hubble telescope of the 

Figure 6: The Constellation of Bootes Creative Commons Unported Licence IAU/Sky and Telescope 
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cluster however shows it in its true 

glory as shown in Figure 7. 

M56 lies in our Galaxy at a distance 

of 32,900 Light Years which is about 

1/3 the size of the Galaxy and quite a 

long way from us. The apparent 

diameter is about 8.8’ of arc so you 

would need to compare this with the 

field of view of your optical 

instrument to determine how large it 

would appear through you eyepiece 

or on your image. If you do the 

calculation for the diameter of M56 

based on its distance and apparent 

size then it gives about 84 light years 

across. This is about half the size of 

M13. M13 is closer to us as well so it is 

a much better target for amateurs.  

The other object of interest is the Ring 

Nebula. M57.  The location of this is 

indicated in Figure 6.  

Messier 57 (Figure 8) is a planetary 

Nebula.  The small white dot in the 

centre is a star that collapsed and 

blew off gas that is glowing as a result 

of heat from the star. It lies at a 

distance of 2300 Light Years. This is 

always one of the first objects I 

observe when it is prominent in the 

night sky.  

 

Figure 7: Messier 56 – Courtesy of NASA/

ESA 

Figure 8: The Ring Nebula in the constel-

lation of Lyra. 

This is Len Adam’s second year of authoring Sky Notes. He is a 

74 year old amateur astronomer, commuting between 

Lancashire, Norfolk and Spain where he has a run off roof 

observatory.  
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TECHNICALITIES - equipment focus 

Hi all, further to my article on the refurbishment of the 

societies 12” Dark Star Dobsonian I have now fitted it 

to a trolley. Adrian and I originally intended that it 

should be carried out by two persons. However I 

realised it was going to be too heavy for a number of 

members and it was stored out of sight in the storage 

shed as this was closest to the pads. Also because the 

storage shed seems to be a dumping ground for all 

sorts of stuff it was already starting to receive knocks in 

there.  So it is now on a trolley for easy movement to 

the pads. It will be stored in the corner of the snooker 

room facilitating easy exit via the rear door there. 

Being stored in the club house will also look after the 

mirror coatings much better than in the shed. I have 

fitted large 5” diameter elasticated rubber wheels 

designed for moving theatre trolleys and expensive 

studio TV equipment around so as not to bounce it 

about too much. The front castors lock and I’ve fitted 

long bolts next to the rear castors to lock it down and 

afford rigidity in use on the pads. The handle is quickly 

removable so as not to be a hazard when observing 

with it. 

Whilst I appreciate there are a number of members whom fully understand how to use a Newtonian 

telescope on a Dobsonian amount I would ask that no one uses it without having had training on its 

operation from either myself or Adrian Orr. This is simply to explain the quirkiness of its operation , 

especially so if you want to use its JMI MAX computer with its 12,000 plus object data base but more 

importantly to look after the coatings on the mirrors. It cost the society £200 to have them re-coated 

and about another £100 for all the bits and pieces. If looked after the coatings will last a good 10 years 

plus, if not 3 years or less. I can be contacted to arrange training at andrew@fast-mail.net 

Dark Star Dobsonian – Part II 

Andrew Robertson updates on the Societies 12” Dark Star Dobsonian telescope 

Equipment Review by Len Adam 

Although the Skywatcher Guidescope Mount has been 

around for many years I have found it so useful that I 

thought I would write a review. It is a very solid piece of 

equipment and easily adjustable so that it makes aligning 

a guide telescope with the main scope extremely simple. 

In my case I have two telescopes to align with the main 

scope so I have bought two guide mounts – one new – 

one second hand.  I mount my telescopes in side-by-side 

fashion using a Primaluce Dovetail bar following a 

discussion with their CEO Filippo Bradaschia at the 

The Skywatcher Guidescope Mount  

   Figure 1 (above):  

   The Skywatcher Guidescope Mount 

mailto:andrew@fast-mail.net
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 International Astronomy Show. Figure 1 (see previous page) shows the Guidescope Mount with the 

azimuth adjustment knob and altitude adjustment wheel labelled. You can see the way that I have my 

three telescopes side by side on the dovetail bar in Figure 2 (youtube.com/watch?v=l0WGyl4Nvm4). 

The main scope on the right, an 8-

inch carbon fibre Ritchey Chretien 

(tinyurl.com/vjlu432), is mounted 

directly to the dovetail bar but the 

others are sitting on Skywatcher 

Guide Scope mounts. The actual 

guidescope is the one on the left, an 

80mm Skywatcher (tinyurl.com/

vuoojzs) with a ZWO 120 MM USB3 

camera (tinyurl.com/wkwb294). The 

one in the centre is a Redcat 51 

(tinyurl.com/uhh2ll2) with my old 

Canon 40D DSLR (youtube.com/

watch?v=lxTalp6f7kw). Once the 

main scope is attached, the 

guidescope mounts allow independent adjustment of the other two in azimuth and altitude. Centring a 

star in the main scope first I then adjust the other scopes to centre the same star.  

The process I use most clear nights is 

to centre the target in the main 

scope using the SkyX software 

(tinyurl.com/y8rzubh) by specifying 

the target and then doing a closed 

loop slew, which means that an 

image is taken, automatically plate 

solved and the software calculates 

the error in centring and slews the 

scope – again automatically to 

centre the target precisely.   

Once that is done I know that the 

Redcat is also centred and ready for 

imaging and that the guide scope is 

also pointing at the target ready for guiding. (This is important if I want to follow a moving object – e.g. a 

comet, it means that I can easily identify the object and guide on the moving object itself.) I then take 

an image using the autoguide software in the SkyX to select a guide star and set that running. My next 

step is to use the SkyX software to take a series of images on the main scope in association with the 

ZWO filter wheel and then use my Nebulosity software to take a series of DSLR images at the same time 

to get a wider field of view. This is just one of the many configurations possible with the Skywatcher 

Guidescope mount. Figure 3 shows how the Canon camera and Redcat are attached in more detail. 

Figure 2 (right): The three telescopes side 

by side on the Primaluce bar. 

Figure 3 (right): The Redcat and Canon 

40D mounted on the Guidescope Mount. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0WGyl4Nvm4
tinyurl.com/vjlu432
tinyurl.com/vuoojzs
tinyurl.com/vuoojzs
tinyurl.com/wkwb294
tinyurl.com/uhh2ll2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxTalp6f7kw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxTalp6f7kw
tinyurl.com/y8rzubh
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You may have noticed in Figure 3 that there is an 

additional rectangular component between the 

mount and the dovetail. The guidescope mount may 

be difficult to attach to your dovetail plate in that 

you could only use one bolt to attach it. The FLO 

adaptor (tinyurl.com/t8vypb5) gets round this 

problem and fits any Skywatcher or most other 

dovetail plates. Bolts are supplied as shown. It is 

shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 5 shows how the Skywatcher 80mm scope and guiding camera are attached in more detail. 

The 80mm telescope is supplied with mounting rings that can be attached to a small dovetail plate to 

be clamped to the Skywatcher mount.  

Of course if you simply want to use the mount with a DSLR camera there is an attachment knob and 

bolt that will screw into the base of your camera. Alternatively you could fit a small plate to the base of 

your DSLR and clamp it into the puck. 

The Skywatcher Guidescope Mount is generally available from the usual astronomical distributors 

(tinyurl.com/sna3bgj) currently costing about £123.  The FLO adaptor costs about £27.  

Figure 4 (right): FLO Adaptor for the Skywatcher Guidescope Mount. 

Figure 5 (above): The Guidescope Mount supporting the guidescope and guiding camera 

tinyurl.com/t8vypb5
tinyurl.com/sna3bgj
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Fireball in the Norfolk Sky 

Did anyone see the large fireball zooming across the 

Norfolk and Suffolk sky Sunday 16th February night? If 

you have a story and or images of the event, please 

let me know for inclusion in the next edition of Cygnus. 

cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk 

DARK MATTER 

NEGATIVE POINTS: The only thing that I can 

think of as a negative, is having to buy an 

additional adaptor plate to attach it easily 

to the telescope mount dovetail. Apart 

from that it does exactly what I want and if 

I change the configuration of the setup I 

can still use the guidescope mount to 

achieve that. Have a look at the 

Astronomy Shed video for a good 

description (youtube.com/watch?

v=EROhpDr_dXw).  

Figure 6 (right): The DSLR attachment bolt. 

CAPTION COMPETITION 

Wonder what these two likely lads are up 

to? They were on NAS business, so it must 

be good. 

please send your  

family-friendly captions to: 

 cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk 

mailto:cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk
youtube.com/watch?v=EROhpDr_dXw
youtube.com/watch?v=EROhpDr_dXw
mailto:cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk
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MOONWATCHERS - down to the sea (7) 
Graham Sparrow 

The lunar seas that have previously featured in this series of articles have all been circular, or very nearly 

so. This is because they are all the result of cataclysmic impacts resulting in huge basins that 

subsequently filled with lava. However, Mare Frigoris – the Sea of Cold – does not fit this pattern. 

Measuring some 1500 km east to west and a mere 200 km north to south, Mare Frigoris lies to the north 

of Mare Imbrium and stretches from between the craters Atlas and Hercules and Lacus Mortis to Sinus 

Roris, just above Oceanus Procellarum.  It looks like a narrow inlet rather than a sea and there is some 

disagreement among astronomers as to how it was formed. The most likely explanation is that it is a 

result of the impact that formed Mare Imbrium and that the lunar Alps and the material arcing west 

past Sinus Iridum to just beyond the crater Mairan were formed from uplifted and fallout material. To 

the north of Mare Frigoris are many craters that were old even when the body that created Mare 

Imbrium impacted, and were obviously abraded by that event,  These include W. Bond, Birmingham, J. 

Herschel, Babbage, and South. 

So, let’s take a trip along this ‘lunar inlet’, 

travelling east to west and examining some 

of the features we pass on our way. As 

mentioned above our journey starts close 

to a fine pair of craters, Atlas and Hercules. 

The latter is the smaller of the two being 69 

km in diameter to Atlas’s 87 and is a 

complex crater. Atlas has a system of rilles 

crossing its floor and is well worth detailed 

inspection. To our west is Lacus Mortis, the 

ominously named Lake of Death, in which 

are the 40 km crater Burg, and to the west 

of which we see more rilles. 

There are few features on the surface of 

the mare itself and all of the craters we 

encounter are under 40 km in diameter, the 

Mare Frigoris 

Sketch right; The Atlas and Hercules Craters 
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exception being the ruined and flooded Gartner (102 km) in which is a 30 km rille. I have numbered 

some half-a-dozen of the smaller craters on my sketch map. These are (1) Baily another ruined crater 

with a damaged wall – 27 km, (2) Galle - 21 km,  (3) Sheepshanks - 25 km, (4) Protagoras – 22 km, (5) 

Archytas – 32 km, and (6) Harpalus a 39 km ray crater.  Numerous other small craters nestle on both the 

north and south shores, but it is the big guys that are most eye-catching. 

First of these is Aristoteles. This complex crater measures some 87 km across and dominates the southern 

shore of the mare below Galle. In fact it can be said to be ‘in the shallows’, stranded there like an 

enormous jellyfish! To its south is the 67 km Eudoxus which, like Aristoteles, has terraced walls. 

The next object on our tour is not a crater. West of Aristoteles are the lunar Alps and slashing through 

them towards the Mare Imbrium is the famous Alpine Valley. 180 km in length and up to 20 wide in 

places, this is one of the Moon’s showpiece features. It is a rift valley and shares its origins with other 

lunar rilles. However, it is so large the term rille is never applied to it. It has been flooded by lava that 

flowed into it from the maria on either side of the Alps, obscuring the original floor. A smaller rille has 

formed down the middle of this resurfaced floor, but I find apertures of at least 200 mm and high 

magnification are needed to resolve it. Younger eyes than mine might well do better though! 

Moving on from the Alpine Valley we encounter one of the most easily identified craters on the Moon. 

Over 100 km across and with its dark and apparently smooth interior Plato is instantly recognisable. 

Foreshortened because of its location this almost perfectly round crater has walls that rise up to 2 km 

above its lava-flooded floor. In a couple of places the western wall has subsided and large amounts of 

material have slid down towards this flat plain that is its floor. Through a small scope or binocular this 

plain appears featureless, but instruments of 100mm and upwards may reveal several craterlets. I find it 

fascinating to observe Plato when the Sun is low over the Moon’s horizon, casting shadows of the peaks 

in its rim across its dark grey floor. 

Now let us turn our attention to the northern shore.  As mentioned above, many of the ancient craters 

were seriously eroded by material thrown out by the Imbrium impact. Being not far from the northern 

limb all of these craters are seriously foreshortened. W. Bond is large, being nearly 160 km in diameter, 

but it can be hard to make out its shape as it is so badly abraded. Its southern rim, or what remains of it, 

has been impacted by 33 km Timaeus. The smaller Birmingham is a bit easier to make out.  It is named 

after John Birmingham, a 19th century selenographer, and not after the west midlands city.   

Sketches of Plato: Above left - white on black drawing made in lunar afternoon. Note shadows of peaks in rim. Above 

right - pencil drawing made with the sun almost overhead of the crater. 
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Above W. Bond and Birmingham are Barrow (at 92 

km, similar in size to Birmingham) and the 120 km 

Goldschmidt with the newer and better defined 

Anaxagoras (51 km) breaking into its worn rim. 

Moving on to the west we come to J. Herschel. 

Named after John, son of the William Herschel, 

discoverer of Uranus, this disintegrated crater is 156 

km across. Incidentally, this by far exceeds in size 

the 41 km pit that lies close to mighty Ptolemaeus 

and is named after Herschel senior, and poor 

Caroline Herschel is only accorded a 13.4 km 

crater in the Mare Imbrium! But I digress, let us not 

get drawn into a rant about sexism, and the 

treatment of female astronomers.  

Finally we come to Babbage (144 km), South (108 

km) and just north of these two, Pythagoras. Far 

more prominent than its dilapidated neighbours, 

130 km Pythagoras sports central peaks and would 

surely be a striking sight were we able to view it 

from above. South of these three the ray crater 

Harpalus sits in the Mare Frigoris.  Below this on the 

southern shore are the Jura Mountains, bordering 

the Sinus Iridum – the Bay of Rainbows, but more of 

that in the next issue when we will pay a visit to the 

Mare Imbrium. 

Top right: J.Herschel -pencil and ink drawing. 

Bottom right: Babbage 

Spadge 

In the past I have found penumbral 

eclipses of the Moon to be as near to 

being a non-event as makes no 

difference, nevertheless the sky was 

clear as the Sunset on January 10th and 

undeterred I set up my 80mm APO, 

slung my 7X50 binocular round my 

neck, gathered drawing materials and 

waited for it to get dark. 

Penumbral eclipse aside, the Moon 

was a magnificent sight through the 

scope. I used a 25mm Televue plossl, 

giving a magnification of 19X and was 

able to pick out the ray craters that 

dominate the lunar disk at Full Moon, 

with Tycho dominating, its rays 

stretching far across the face of the 

Moon. Mighty Copernicus was paler, 

SKETCHBOOK - Penumbral Eclipse.  10.1.2020 
Graham Sparrow 

Moon 10.2020 17.10 -25UT  approx. 
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looking like a cobweb almost spanning the border between the Mare 

Imbrium and Oceanus Procellarum and dwarfing the smaller web of Kepler. Slightly above this pair and 

further to the west the beacon that is the crater Aristarchus, brightest of all the Moon’s craters, was 

unmistakeable.  To the east were Langenus and Proclus, the rays of the latter bracketing the Palus 

Somnii – the Marsh of  Sleep.  A myriad of smaller pinpoints marked the positions of smaller ray craters 

whose names I have always meant to look up one night, but on this occasion I had other things to do 

for I was making a pastel sketch of the Moon. 

I had decided to try and produce two drawings, one made before the eclipse began and a second 

made at the time of maximum eclipse. The ‘before’ drawing was made over some 15 – 20 minutes but, 

being an idle stargazer at the best of times, I had no intention of spending a similar amount of time and 

effort on the second sketch. Instead I scanned the drawing and saved the image that you see below, 

onto my laptop. I was then ready to 

modify the original, recording what I 

saw at maximum eclipse. 

As you will see from the second 

drawing what I saw didn’t amount to 

much, just the slightest suggestion of 

shading to the south. Slightest 

suggestion?  Was it auto-suggestion?  

Was I ‘seeing’ what I expected to see?  

I compared notes with a couple of 

others who were observing the eclipse 

and they agreed that my drawing 

closely matched what they had seen, 

so perhaps it wasn’t my imagination 

after all. I’d spent an enjoyable time at 

the eyepiece, blown the dust off my 

drawing techniques that had been 

unused for some time and got some 

sort of result.  I was happy. 

What is a penumbral lunar eclipse? 
Penumbra comes from the Latin for next-to-the-

shadow, because the moon will be only slightly 

shadowed. During a penumbral eclipse, the sun, 

moon, and Earth are imperfectly aligned, and too 

far separated for a partial eclipse. The Earth blocks 

some of the Sun's light from directly reaching the 

Moon's surface and covers all or part of the Moon with the outer part of its shadow, also known as 

the penumbra. In this instance the light from the sun is ‘delivered’ less like a like a laser, but more like a 

floodlight a million miles across. Thus during a penumbral eclipse, the partially blocked sunlight results in 

a smudge-like shadow, and not the crisp-edged shadow we would 

expect from a fuller eclipse.  
  

The next Penumbral Lunar Eclipse is due between the 5th and 6th of 

June 2020, and will be visible across much of Europe. 

Moon 10.2020 19.11UT 

Penumbral, and other eclipse forecasts can be found at timeanddate.com 

Spadge 

Total Eclipse     Partial Eclipse           Penumbral Eclipse 

https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/penumbral-lunar-eclipse.html
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MEMBERS IMAGES 

Keeping with the topic of Lunar observing. These images of 

the moon were all taken on a 12" Meade SCT in January by 

Frank Dutton 
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Right: Messier 82 is a starburst 

galaxy, also known as the Cigar 

Galaxy in the constellation of Ursa 

Major. At approximately 12 million 

LY away it is the closest starburst 

galaxy to Earth. The starburst 

activity is thought to have been 

triggered by interaction with 

neighbouring galaxy M81. M82 is 

about five times more luminous 

than the whole of our Milky Way 

galaxy, and has a centre one 

hundred times more luminous than 

our galaxy's centre. This image was 

captured over several nights 

during Dec 2019 and Jan 2020 

using my C14 scope and 

Q S I 583ws g - 5  c a me ra  a nd 

comprises nearly 12 hours of data 

using HaLRGB filters. 

Below: An image of Melotte 15, also known as the heart of the Heart Nebula (IC1805). The image shows a large region 

of dust and cloud, which are being sculpted by stellar winds and radiation from the massive hot stars in the nebula's 

star cluster, Melotte 15 itself. This very young cluster, just 1.5 million years old and some 7,500 LY away in the 

constellation Cassiopeia, is shown scattered across this FOV, along with dark dust clouds in silhouette against glowing 

atomic gas. 

 

The image comprises just over 9 hours of data captured between Sept to Dec 2019 through my C14 telescope using a 

mono QSI583 CCD camera and Astronomic HaRGB filters. 

Geof Lewis takes us much deeper into the Universe. 
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And finally, an image of the 

Veil  Nebula by John 

Hipperson, processed by 

Shaun Reynolds 

The Veil Nebula is a cloud of 

supernova remnants; heated 

and ionized gas and dust in 

the constellation Cygnus. It 

constitutes the visible portions 

of the Cygnus Loop. 

I've captured this image of 

IC342 over the past few 

weeks. It is known as the 

Hidden Galaxy, due to it 

being seen through the 

region of dust close to the 

galactic equator within the 

c o n s t e l l a t i o n                                     

of Camelopardalis. If it 

weren't for this obscuring 

dust it would very likely be a 

naked eye galaxy.  

 

The image comprises nearly 

13 hours of LRGB data 

captured through my C14 

telescope with my QSI583 

mono CCD camera. 
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MISSIONS - Solar Orbiter (mini-guide) 

ATLAS V TO LAUNCH SOLAR ORBITER FOR SOME SUNNY SNAPS! 

Early February a United Launch Alliance Atlas V 411 

configuration rocket will launch the Solar Orbiter 

spacecraft on its journey to study the sun for the 

European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA. 

The spacecraft will make looping orbits around the sun 

and use 10 instruments to observe solar physics in 

unprecedented detail. At closest approach, Solar 

Orbiter will be about approximately 26 million miles (42 

million km) from the sun. 

Solar Orbiter is an international cooperative mission 

between ESA and NASA. ESA's Engineering & Test 

Center (ESTEC) in The Netherlands is managing the 

development effort. Airbus developed the spacecraft. 

The European Space Operations Center (ESOC) in 

Germany will operate Solar Orbiter after launch. 

The mission Solar Orbiter will address big questions in 

Solar System science to help us understand how our star 

creates and controls the giant bubble of plasma that 

surrounds the whole Solar System and influences the 

planets within it. It is an ESA mission with strong NASA 

participation. 

Solar Orbiter will be working in harmony with Parker 

Solar Probe, which is carrying instruments to sample the 

Sun’s corona, and is targeting the region of space 

where the coronal plasma detaches to become the 

solar wind. This will give the scientists ‘ground truth’ 

about the conditions of the plasma in that region, and 

help pinpoint how it is accelerated outwards towards 

the planets. However, Parker Solar Probe has no 

cameras that view the Sun directly. 

No current technology could look at the Sun from that 

close a distance and survive. This is where Solar Orbiter 

comes in. Beyond accomplishing its own science goals, 

Solar Orbiter will provide contextual information to 

improve the understanding of Parker Solar Probe’s in 

situ measurements. By working together in this way, the 

two spacecraft will collect complementary data sets 

will allow more science to be distilled from the two 

missions than either could manage on its own. 

Image Credits: NASA ESA 

Debbie Forrester 
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MISSIONS - Solar Orbiter (in detail) 

Solar Orbiter Begins Journey to the Sun                                                            David Lumb 

Early this February, the European 

Space Agency Solar Orbi ter 

spacecraft was due to be launched 

on a NASA rocket. The Solar Orbiter 

mission is the major European 

initiative in the international 

coordinated effort "Living With A Star". 

This investigates the connected Sun-

Earth system that directly affects life 

and society. 

  

Figure 1 The active sun produces flares, prominences and mass ejections, as well as a persistent solar wind. The Earth's 

magnetic field protects from most of these events, but extreme events can disrupt this protection. 

One could be forgiven for thinking our proximity to the nearest star would have allowed complete 

knowledge of its mechanisms and features, but there are serious unknowns about its 11 year activity 

cycle, the fact that the outer corona is hotter than the visible solar surface, and how the Sun affects 

the rest of the Solar System.  It is some 400 years since sunspots were first discovered, and 50 years since 

the existence of the solar wind was promoted, and neither of these are properly understood. Solar 

Orbiter will address such big questions in Solar System science to help us understand how our star 

creates and controls the giant bubble of plasma that surrounds the whole Solar System and influences 

the planets within it. Solar Orbiter will set about answering four top-level science questions: 

 What drives the solar wind and where does the coronal magnetic field originate? 

 How do solar transients drive heliospheric variability? 

 How do solar eruptions produce energetic particle radiation that fills the heliosphere? 

 How does the solar dynamo work and drive connections between the Sun and the heliosphere? 
  

Each of these questions requires both remote-sensing and in situ data to help form the answer, and 

almost every instrument on board Solar Orbiter will be used in some manner for each top-level 

question. The in situ measurements will be used alongside remote sensing close to the Sun to relate 

these measurements back to their source regions and structures on the Sun's surface. Measurements of 

the solar wind plasma, fields, waves and energetic particles are made close enough to the Sun to 

ensure that they are still relatively pristine. 

 

The in-situ instruments comprise energetic particle detectors, a magnetometer, a radio/plasma wave 

instrument and a solar wind analyser. The combination of these instruments address different facets of 

the way charged particles interact with the magnetic field, and how they are accelerated. Energetic 

electrons travel along magnetic field lines, which in turn are also directly affected by the charged 

particle population. The relative contributions to the different particle populations comprising the solar 

wind and their origin will be directly compared with their composition determined further out from 

remote sensing. These are seed populations for energetic particle events that can harm spacecraft 

and astronauts in near-Earth space, and determining where and how these particles start will constrain 

on theories about how solar eruptions produce energetic particle radiation. 
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Figure 2 Cutaway of the Solar Orbiter showing the location of the science instruments. The main heatshield is located 

to the right 

The remote sensing instruments access similar data but at much different distances from the sun and by 

using complementary techniques. The majority are different flavours of imaging instruments: 

The Extreme Ultraviolet Imager, or EUI, tracks plasma at very high temperatures. The EUI’s images 

capture the layers of the solar atmosphere just above the Sun’s surface through to the outer corona. 

This part of the atmosphere is shaped by features on the surface like active regions, filaments and 

coronal holes. 

Metis is an instrument known as a coronagraph, which captures images of the Sun's dim outer 

atmosphere, the corona, by blocking light from Sun’s bright surface.  At closest approach, Metis will 

image the corona between approximately 302 thousand and 908 thousand miles from the Sun’s 

surface, the area where the solar atmosphere is accelerated away from the Sun to form the solar wind.  

Studying the boundary where the solar wind starts, Metis can help link what happens on the Sun itself 

with what happens further out into the heliosphere. 

The Polarimetric and Helioseismic Imager, or PHI, surveys the Sun’s magnetic field which is the root of all 

solar activity: Like the tremors that follow an earthquake, waves on the Sun rumble up from the 

convection zone, the interior region where solar plasma constantly churns. PHI measures the sound 

waves associated with sunquakes as they ripple across the solar surface, to better understand the 

dynamo. PHI comprises two telescopes. The full-disk telescope views the whole Sun at any given time, 

while a high-resolution telescope views a smaller portion of the Sun, with the ability to resolve fine 
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structures on the surface. These telescopes produce magnetograms — maps of the magnetic peaks 

and valleys on the solar surface, which in turn enables estimates of the magnetic field in the corona 

and heliosphere. 

The Solar Orbiter Heliospheric Imager or SoloHI is a visible light telescope that images sunlight reflected 

off of solar wind electrons. Covering a 40 degree field of view, the images capture the interplanetary 

medium  that solar eruptions like CMEs travel through, so understanding it is critical to better predicting 

how solar eruptive events travel through space, including whether and when they will impact Earth. 

SPICE: Spectral Imaging of the Coronal 

Environment maps the Sun’s plasma as it 

seethes on the solar surface and escapes the 

atmosphere in the form of solar wind. SPICE is 

an extreme ultraviolet spectrometer, which 

means it observes several different 

wavelengths of ultraviolet light and measures 

how much of each wavelength is present. 

This aids understanding of what temperature 

ranges and gases are present on and around 

the Sun as well as the density and flow of 

solar material. 

The X-ray Spectrometer/Telescope, or STIX, surveys X-rays that burst from the Sun during solar flares. STIX 

takes note of the timing, location, and intensity of each X-ray burst from the Sun — all important clues to 

how the star generates such powerful bursts of energy. Scientists pair this information with images of the 

Sun, which allows them to map out where energy comes from during an explosion, and what produces 

that energy. 

After launch, Solar Orbiter will take approximately 3.5 years to reach its operational orbit, using 

repeated gravity assists from Earth and Venus, an elliptical orbit with perihelion 0.28 AU (40 million km) 

and aphelion 0.9 AU. Over the expected mission duration of 7 years, it will use additional gravity assists 

from Venus to raise its inclination from 0° to 25°, allowing it a better view of the Sun's poles. If an 

extended mission is approved, the inclination could rise further to 34° . The spacecraft will make a close 

approach to the Sun every five months. Around closest approach, when traveling at its fastest, Solar 

Orbiter will be positioned for several days over roughly the same region of the solar atmosphere, as the 

Sun rotates on its axis. Just as geostationary weather and telecommunications satellites are stationed 

over particular spots on the Earth's surface, so the spacecraft will seem to 'hover' for a while over the 

Sun. Solar Orbiter will therefore be able to watch magnetic activity building up in the atmosphere that 

can lead to powerful flares and eruptions. 

Solar Orbiter will be working in harmony with NASA’s Parker Solar Probe, which is carrying instruments to 

sample the Sun’s corona, and targeting the region of space where the coronal plasma detaches to 

become the solar wind. This will give the scientists ‘ground truth’ about the conditions of the plasma in 

that region, and help pinpoint how it is accelerated outwards towards the planets. However, Parker 

Solar Probe has no cameras that view the Sun directly. No current technology could look at the Sun 

from that close a distance and survive. This is where Solar Orbiter comes in. 

Beyond accomplishing its own science goals, Solar Orbiter will provide contextual information to 

improve the understanding of Parker Solar Probe’s in situ measurements. By working together in this way, 

the two spacecraft will collect complementary data sets will allow more science to be distilled from the 

Figure 3: Artists impression of a close up of our Sun’s corona 

(courtesy of the Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research), 
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two missions than either could manage on its own. 

Solar Orbiter will see solar heating 14 times that experienced by a satellite in Earth orbit. Engineers 

developed a heat shield to protect the spacecraft from the hot temperatures, including sliding doors 

for the probe’s camera and telescopes. The heat shield is made of several layers of titanium, the 

outermost of which is covered in a coating named “Solar Black,” which was specifically invented for the 

Solar Orbiter mission. It is able to withstand about 500 degrees Celsius and is installed in a way that is 

separate from the spacecraft so that there is no conduction of heat from the very hot surface on the 

heat shield to the rest of the spacecraft.  

Figure 4: Artists impression of the spacecraft in final solar orbit 

ESA's Engineering & Test Center (ESTEC) in The Netherlands managed the development effort. Our team 

was involved 15 years ago, even before the mission was selected, developing special versions of 

sensors that could withstand the harsh environment.  We developed very thin filters that blocks out heat 

and visible light, while allowing through the UV light for the instruments. The European Space Operations 

Center (ESOC) in Germany will operate Solar Orbiter after launch, especially navigating the crucial 

planetary gravity assists. In addition to a strong complement of UK-led instruments, Airbus UK have been 

leading developments of the spacecraft. This was the first UK prime contract for science missions in 

many years, partly to redress the industrial return to the UK and partly to encourage catching up of 

technical competence lost over a decade. 

By now there should be news of a successful launch and initial deployment, but look out for some 

popular media outlets like:  

(BBC) www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000dxtt  

(ESA) sci.esa.int/web/solar-orbiter 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000dxtt
https://sci.esa.int/web/solar-orbiter
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PULSAR ∞ RADIOASTRONOMY - where’s my signal? 

If you have been down the far end of our site, near the ‘Radio shack’, you might have heard 

comments along the lines of ‘Where the signal?”. The intrepid radio astronomy team have been 

working hard to find, then lose signals from space. No, it was not intentional that we lost them again! 

What has been going on? Well, we started out with a dual 

30 dB amplifier setup housed in a die cast aluminium box. 

The problem was the this gave us a LOT of noise, in the 

form of random peaks all across the spectrum. We 

performed a number of experiments, eventually going 

back to basics. We had 3 different designs of receiver/

detectors so put all 3 on the bench in the shack. We 

broadcast a signal at ~1420 MHz to these from ~2 m away 

to see how responsive they were. One was non-responsive 

giving no signal at all, another gave a signal of ~2-3 dB 

and the third a signal of 3-4 dB. Since we want the 

maximum gain possible, we installed the 3-4 dB receiver/

detector (a biround design on a flat plate). We then 

experimented with the amplifiers. We removed the 2 x 30 

dB amplifier box and instead used a single 50K-2GHz 

wideband RF signal amplifier (31 dB @ 1500 MHz, costing 

£19). With this, on 11th December 2019 we observed 2 

peaks from the region of Cassiopeia A. We demonstrated 

that these were real signals from space as they were lost 

when we moved the dish off target. However, in the 

process of experimentation we destroyed this amplifier! 

We decided we needed to improve things in order to avoid this happening again, so purchased a 

larger weatherproof box to house the amplifiers in. Meanwhile we investigated how to remove the 

noise from the 2 x 30 dB amplifier system and placed a new 60 dB amplifier in a box. In order to 

eliminate sources of noise we removed the SMA connectors from the amplifier boards and used solid 

copper wire to make the connections between the boards and terminals. With both die cast boxes we 

observed that there was little noise with the lid off, but as soon as the lid was placed on numerous noise 

signals were observed. Removing the lid also removed the noise. Out of pure desperation (ingenuity) 

we placed a piece of expanded polystyrene under the 60 dB amplifier in its box and observed a 

significant improvement when the lid was replaced. As a consequence of this we stuffed all cavities 

possible within the boxes with expanded polystyrene and now have 2 amplifiers with few spurious 

signals.  

Another problem with the amplifiers is that we have been observing that both the signal and the noise 

are amplified. We did try some experiments feeding a generated signal through the amplifier to the 

detector and monitoring the output on the spectrum analyser, with power to amplifier on and off. With 

the small (30 dB) amplifiers we observed an increase in signal with no increase in noise. But, with the 60 

dB amplifiers only the noise was increased. We realised this is probably due to overloading the gain 

potential of the amplifiers (yes we are learning all the time) and require attenuators to reduce the input 

signal strength. 

Andrew Sutkowski 

Figure 1: Images of 2 peaks from Cassiopeia A, Top: with 200 MHz 

width centred at 1420 MHz. Bottom: with 40 MHz width centred at 

1420 MHz. 
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We tried to introduce an RF relay into the mast head box, to switch between a 50 ohm terminator load 

and the antenna. By doing this we can measure the noise on the system. It is also hoped that this relay 

can be switched in and out, when the dish is moved, to create a change in recorded signal level for 

automated operation. We ran into problems with connectors. Trying to replace the BNC connectors 

with SMA connectors in the open air with a cold wind and a soldering iron is not easy. When we had 

replaced the 2 BNC’s with SMA’s we eventually discovered that one of the other SMA connectors had 

failed (centre pin damaged). This has yet to be replaced. 

We introduced 63 volt 10 uF capacitors across the 12 volt supply to the amplifiers, to help protect them 

from power supply noise. We also introduced 35 mA fast blow fuses in the power supply to the amplifiers 

to help protect them from damage. Finally a filter was introduced into the 12 volt supply to the 

amplifiers within the shed, again trying to eliminate as much noise as possible. 

We are trying to observe weak signals from space and as such need as much gain as possible. We 

have a 4 m dish to help collect as much signal as possible, but we also need a detector/receiver that 

will capture as much of this signal as possible. To this end we decided to manufacture a bespoke 

hydrogen line feedhorn. We are replicating the design from the open source PICTOR telescope (Figure 

2). This website also reveals the use of a VNA (vector network analyser) to measure and optimise the 

performance of the feedhorn. Basically the entire design hinges on the correct positioning and length 

of the monopole (rod) attached to the N-type connector in Figure 2. Basically the VNA sends signals out 

to the monopole and measures the intensity of signal radiated out and returned down the feed cable. 

As the frequency is swept, the point will be reached where the monopole resonates. At this point the 

radiated signal is highest and return signal lowest. With this device you can tune the resonance 

frequency (by changing length of monopole). The PICTOR feedhorn shows a 17 dB gain at 1420 MHz. 

Since we are hoping to measure small signals the higher the gain the better, so replicating this feedhorn 

will certainly help. We have also ordered a nanoVNA (costing £40), but as this is coming from China, 

finishing the feedhorn will appear in the next issue of Cygnus (we hope). 

A sheet of 1.5 mm thick aluminium was purchased and we started cutting out the shapes necessary. For 

our feedhorn we will not attempt to weld the joins, instead we will use other methods for joining the 

parts together. The sequence of images in Figure 3 show the transformation of the flat aluminium sheet 

into the cylindrical feedhorn. The sheet was bent around two 6” diameter coffee cans that were 

reinforced and clamped into place. The circle was joined by bending a lip at each side and then 

bolting these together once the shape had been completed. Surprisingly this process worked as 

imagined, producing a tube of 15.6 cm internal diameter and 39 cm long. To complete the feedhorn, 

Figure 2: Dimensions of the feedhorn for the PICTOR radio telescope. 

Feedhorn Dimensions 
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Figure 3 Images showing 

stages of construction of 

th e  hy dr o g en  l i ne 

feedhorn, from cut our 

pieces (top left) through 

bending main feedhorn 

around suitably reinforced 

and clamped 6” coffee 

cans to make the main 

tube. Followed by Images 

of the construction of outer 

sideband ring for the 

feedhorn and the final unit 

assembled.  

the base was simply a circular sheet with cuts around the edge to facilitate folding. The bottom right 

image in Figure 3 shows the end cap in place secured with a large jubilee clip. 

The final part of the feedhorn is the sideband ring which was also fashioned from the sheet aluminium 

with a hole in the centre to allow the feedhorn to pass through. The outer ring at 36 cm diameter was 

made from a long length of aluminium sheet with cuts along one edge and both ends bent over. This 

was wrapped around a garden sieve, which just happened to be 36 cm diameter. The ends were 

joined and then this was bolted down to the base plate. This ring slides over the main feedhorn. I was 

thinking of using a jubilee clip to fasten this but need to rethink that strategy. 

The final part of the feedhorn is the sideband ring which was also fashioned from the sheet aluminium 

with a hole in the centre to allow the feedhorn to pass through. The outer ring at 36 cm diameter was 

made from a long length of aluminium sheet with cuts along one edge and both ends bent over. This 

was wrapped around a garden sieve, which just happened to be 36 cm diameter. The ends were 

joined and then this was bolted down to the base plate. This ring slides over the main feedhorn. I was 

thinking of using a jubilee clip to fasten this but need to rethink that strategy. 

We still need to add the monopole, but will not do any more to this feedhorn until we have the VNA. 

Once we have verified that the thing works, and gives the sort of gain we are hoping for, we will 

probably seal the joins with liquid metal. The position of the outer ring will also be investigated as we still 

have to mount the feedhorn to the dish and it may be better to have this further back, but does that 

impact gain? 
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Martin Howe 

Although a sky watcher by night, my day job is at Asperger East Anglia in Beccles where, amongst other 

things, I run a social group for autistic adults to help them have something of a social life and discus the 

problems autistic adults face. Having attended such a group myself after being diagnosed with autism 

in my mid-40s. I fit the autistic ‘science/tech geek’ stereotype to some degree, so it’s not surprising that 

my next port of call was joining a club dedicated to enjoyment of a science: Norwich Astronomical 

Society. 

By the time the group became my responsibility, I had been volunteering for group visits at the 

Observatory and it occurred to me that since we host all kinds of groups, the autism social group should 

have its own visit. For the first of our twice a month meetings we go out into the world at large, and in 

recent years it has become a custom to visit to Seething each January. So on the 8th January, we 

arrived at Seething to a cloudy sky, but a warm welcome from Roger, Debbie, Jeff and Andrew.  

We began with an introduction for group members who were new, or hadn’t been for a few years; 

followed by the obligatory talk. Roger gave us a talk about ‘space weather’. This included not only the 

solar wind, but cosmic rays and other phenomena thrown into space by various objects. Roger had 

obviously done his homework and I learned some things I hadn’t heard of before. This seemed to be a 

new subject to most of the group, so they were still taking it all in for a while afterwards; however, there 

were a couple of questions asked later on during the refreshments break that came afterwards. 

In the five years we have been coming, we have only 

managed to catch one clear sky, and this was no 

different; however, NAS now has a new weapon with 

which to punish the disobedient sky gods; something 

that ‘sees’ through clouds - I speak, of course, of radio 

astronomy! Thanks to the hard work of Andrew 

Sutkowski and his team, instead of a rotting pile of 

wood and a wire hanging from poles, we now have a 

4m steerable dish and a shed full of computation, test 

gear and so on, as if risen from the ashes of the old 

radio astronomy shed of two and a half decades 

ago. Being a small shed, we had to take it in groups 

of three; Andrew explained the equipment and some 

details for those who could understand the technical 

side, especially one of the ultimate goals: to ‘hear’ a pulsar. I said it would be nice to hear a pulsar 

‘glitch’ (change speed), which requires an enormous force to crack the degenerate-iron crust that is 

believed to be the shell of neutron stars. As a Club member, it was also nice to be able to tell the group 

how the Club is completely self-funded, does most of its own groundwork and maintenance and is 

considering plans for a bigger optical telescope. 

Back in the clubhouse, we thanked the team for their hospitality and assistance and headed home. At 

our next group meeting we reviewed the visit and agreed it had been a pleasant and educational 

experience; one member commented:  

“Seething Observatory is a great place and in such a nice quiet place, Seething Village itself.  

What a lovely environment, and lots of telescopes to see through.”   
   

I think I’ll go along with that! 

NAS - AT HOME - group visits to the observatory 

The Pulsar Group radio dish at night; image courtesy of 

Simon Hamblin, AEA group member. 
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NAS - ON THE ROAD: Fairhaven Night of  the Stars + 

On Saturday 8th February 2020 a troop of NAS volunteers descended on the Fairhaven Water Gardens 

at South Walsham, for the annual Night of the Stars. There were over 200 visitors to the site over the ~3 

hour period and amazingly the skies were brilliant with a large bright supermoon. 

Shaun Reynolds did a series of five 30 minute talks throughout the evening, the field of scopes was well 

attended with people 12 deep at each scope at times. Celestial objects on display varied from the 

obvious Moon to the Great Orion Nebula and beyond. There were many ‘wow’ moments from the pub-

lic over the evening. 

Out front we had another display with educational handouts for the children, a twin scope also on the 

Moon, the ‘Story of the Stars’ for anyone interested and general Q&A. Debbie and Andrew were busy 

throughout the evening. Fairhaven also treated us to a wide selection of food, including BBQ pork in a 

bun, hot dogs, sausage rolls, etc. They also arranged their own volunteers to help deliver food and drink 

to the NAS volunteers.  

Even some of our newer members who volunteered found the experience and event rewarding. This is 

an excellent way to get involved in the Society and help us promote ourselves to a wider audience. 

Overall this was a great success for all involved and especially for NAS, as we will receive a donation 

from Fairhaven water gardens for our efforts. We also managed to get the marquee down before storm 

CIARA hit! 

Andrew Sutkowski 

Cubs and Beavers at NAS 

All year NAS hosts Group Visits from Schools, birthday celebrations, all ages of scouting groups (cubs & 

beavers) from this region, plus more. On the 9th Dec we had some very well behaved Beavers visit the 

observatory & were so lucky to have clear sky too. Lots of “wow’s” came from the children, the Leaders 

and a bunch of happy volunteer astronomers. The next day “10th December” we received a lovely 

message of thanks & some excellent pictures from Squirrel Julie Swift-Dale (see below).  

 

Group Visits are really wonderful and inspiring. To see the 

children’s & adults faces light up with enthusiasm & to 

receive such lovely feedback of thanks really make 

volunteering worthwhile. 

Debbie Forrester 

“What an amazing evening 2nd Brundall 

Beavers had with you all last night.  

Thank you all so very, very much! “ 
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Above: Supermoon through cloud showing rainbow halo 

(well almost). Top right: Our Secretary Debbie with the NAS 

stand out the front of Fairhaven (before the storm). Below 

right: the atmospheric NAS marquee. 

A heartfelt thanks to everyone who volunteered and 

helped, including those who intended to come but 

had last minute issues that prevented them coming. 

NAS Christmas Feast @ St Andrews 

Brew House Norwich 

On 14th December 20 NAS Members got together 

socially & had a great night out to celebrate the 

festive season with a meal. The food and service 

was excellent from the Brew Dog Festive Menu & so was the company. We all had so much fun & lots of 

laughter. 

Image credit: Paul Fearne 

Many have requested we go back there again this christmas. 

I must say the food was delicious. 

The organiser (Debbie) did well in arranging it ;0) but that is a very biased opinion haha! 

Tbh! The organising all ran very smoothly & with ease, thank you all for your cooperation. 

Very happy to organise this again. 

Image credit: Debbie Forrester 
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New NAS member, Rob Tate gives us an insight into expanding his experiences at Seething 

It’s almost a year since I attended my first Open Evening, and then joined NAS. I have owned a 

Skywatcher Evostar Refractor for about 15 years but have only used it sporadically. At the open 

evening I was impressed by the scopes in the domes and was surprised to be told that they don’t get 

that much use as most people prefer to use their own telescopes. I decided that my first foray ought 

to be to learn how to use one of the Dome telescopes. 

When new training was organised in the autumn I put my name down, and attended the first 

Saturday afternoon training session (30th November).  There was a good turnout, and we were split 

into three groups, one group each for the Herschel and Genesis domes and one group getting help 

with their own telescopes on the pads.  I was in a group of five (consisting of Debbie Forrester, Jayme 

Meadows, Toma Gabalyte, Derek Grieve and myself) that went with Jeff Simpson to have our first 

taste of using the 14” Meade in the Genesis dome. 

Having the first session in daylight on the Saturday afternoon meant that initially everything was easy 

to see and work with, since at first all we wanted to do was to learn to use the telescope and dome 

and not necessarily need to see anything. Jeff patiently explained each of the processes before we 

each had a go.  By the end of the first hour or so we had been through the procedure of opening 

the dome shutter and turning on and  preparing the Meade 14” telescope for viewing and doing a 3 

star alignment. 

Having completed our initial alignment our first target was the moon; which was easily found with the 

Synscan Goto handset, and proved that our alignment had worked. The moon gave us a chance to 

try out focusing and moving the scope to view 

different parts. We tried different eyepieces to 

demonstrate how greater image magnification 

might make the viewing less easy. Unfortunately, 

having found the moon and beginning to look 

for further targets, the clouds crept in, and 

shortly after our viewing was limited to a few 

brighter stars punching through the clouds. We 

closed the shutter and went for a much needed 

coffee and chat, where we talked about 

approaches to planning a viewing session. 

Unfortunately the cloud cover did not improve. 

So, on returning to the dome, we made a few 

more attempts to see some of the brighter stars 

before going through the dome closing 

procedures. These consisted of ensuring the 

scope was properly parked, putting covers 

back, closing down the shutter locking up and 

putting everything away.   

The next training session was on the 13th 

December. We practiced the procedures for 

opening up and aligning the scope. Again 

cloud cover made any real observing difficult, 

so after a brief ‘play ‘ we closed up again and 

FINAL FRONTIER - Genesis 
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headed off. One more session for me on the 3rd January and I got the thumbs up that I was safe to be 

let loose on my own. At this point I would like to extend my particular thanks to Jeff for his time and 

patience in providing us with this training. The next thing for me was to wait for the opportunity to put 

what I had learnt into practice. 

Luckily I didn’t have too long to wait. A period of clear skies from the 17th to 20th January provided the 

perfect opportunity. Finally, having shaken an annoyingly timed cold, I saw that Tatyana had posted on 

the Forum that she would be opening the Observatory up. I added a comment to let her know that I 

intended to come along and use the Genesis dome. To be honest, the most nerve wracking thing for 

me about all of this was turning up to my first proper ‘dark’ viewing session. I guess I was just concerned 

that I would break some unwritten rules or somehow accidentally turn on a spotlight or something. I 

needn’t have worried. Having retrieved the eyepieces case from the storage cupboard I made my 

way in the dark across to the dome bumping into Tatyana and a couple of other people on the way, 

their presence only marked by the faint glow of red LED. 

Once in the dome I had no problem getting everything opened up, and was soon starting my three star 

alignment. I thought this went well but it was apparent once I started observing that it was not as good 

as I thought. I had prepared a plan in advance (see below) by looking at my Philips 2020 Astronomy 

Guide, the January edition of Astronomy Now and Len Adam’s notes in the Jan 20 Cygnus. I had no 

idea how much I would get round to seeing or how practical any of my targets were but that is part of 

the learning process. One part of my plan was to try and minimise the amount of movement with the 

scope. One of the things that slows things down in the dome is the process of repositioning the shutter 

so I tried to minimise this by planning to view objects close together before hopping to the next portion 

of the sky. 

When I arrived on the Sunday night the sky was 

glorious and dark and we were all looking forward to 

a good night’s viewing.  Unfortunately half an hour or 

so after I had completed alignment, and was just 

starting to observe, things started to get more difficult 

to see. When you are in the dome and using the 

scope you are less aware of what is happening in the 

rest of the sky and it took me a little while to realise 

that high cloud had started to obscure my view. I 

popped outside the dome for a better look to find 

that the whole of the sky had started to properly 

cloud over. Back to the clubhouse for a coffee. After 

a chat and a couple of hopeful forrays outside the 

door we realised that viewing was finished for the 

night so packed up.  

The next night things were better. Tatyana had again 

said that she would be opening up and I was able to 

get along earlier. This time the skies stayed clear and 

by 7:30 I had the Meade telescope aligned and was 

starting to observe. I followed my plan by looking at 

some of the main features of Orion and had my first 

go at sketching M42.  ’m not the best of artists (or the 

worst) but I found this really difficult. Not least if trying 

to minimise the amount of light to keep the night 

vision. Trying to shade with a pencil under a faint red 
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light is not easy. Also, the fact that you are drawing in negative makes it hard to fully equate what you 

are seeing with what you try to draw (see below). I spent about 20 minutes on this and whilst the end 

result certainly represented what I was seeing through the eyepiece with the Triangulum at center 

stage, my drawing looked nothing like any picture of the Orion Nebula I have ever seen!  But that is not 

the point. The good thing about drawing, I found, was how it forces you to slow down and really take in 

the detail.  

After M42 I found two problems/learning 

experiences. Firstly the alignment wasn’t 

quite right again, which was fine for finding 

Rigel and Betelgeuse and M42 (since I knew 

what I was looking at with these) but when I 

then started looking for other fainter objects 

which I did not know (first M78 and then the 

Christmas Tree Cluster) I simply could not 

find them (or did not know if I had found 

them or not). There was nothing for it but to 

have another go at aligning the telescope.  

This time it was much better and having 

checked the alignment by finding Rigel 

again, which was now dead centre, I went 

back to my plan. 

This was where I found my next point of 

learning. My basic viewing plan started at 

Orion as I am familiar with this and then 

went up to Taurus before going back across 

to Gemini. What I hadn’t considered was 

that in going up into Taurus, moving from 

Aldeberan to the Pleiades whilst only a short 

distance across the sky required a Meridian 

Flip. This confused the hell out of me initially 

as I was stood at the scope expecting it to 

move just a few inches across the sky and 

instead it wheeled round in the opposite 

direction. Actually the scope didn’t take 

long to do this and I didn’t need to move 

the Shutter but of course the next object I 

wanted to look at was back the other side 

of the Meridian so round it went again.  

Next time I plan I will consider the meridian 

more when deciding the order of viewing. 

I had a brief coffee break but kept observing until just after 10pm, having made three pages of notes in 

my log book, so that I have something to refer to next time. By the end of the night my eyes were more 

dark adapted than I can ever remember and I had turned all the red lights in the dome off completely 

and was just using the star light to see by. 

All in all a very good start. From ‘complete novice’ to ‘trained, almost-complete novice’ in only a few 

weeks.  I look forward to my next viewing night. 

The good thing about drawing, I found, was how it forces 

you to slow down and really take in the detail. 
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  2020  

28th & 29th FEBRUARY - PUBLIC 

THE SEETHING STAR PARTY  

PAUL WEBB (28th) & ANDREW ROBERTSON (29th) 

────  

5th MARCH (NEW DATE) - MEMBERS ONLY  

OBSERVING THE FAINT AND FUZZY  

TATYANA  

──── 

14th MARCH - PUBLIC 

STARGAZING NAS EVENT AT ST PETER’S BREWARY 

(see NAS website for more info) 

──── 

28th & 29th MAR - PUBLIC 

SEEING RED - INTRODUCING INFRARED ASTRONOMY 

──── 

8th MAY - MEMBERS ONLY  

EXOPLANETS  

DR THOMAS NORTH 

──── 

Looking ahead:  

First Light Festival 2020 (20th Jun 2020) at Lowestoft 

  

DEADLINE FOR INCLUSION IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF CYGNUS  

10th May 2020 

This is the very latest date by which articles should reach the editor.  

Sooner than that would be much appreciated. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

https://www.norwichastro.org.uk
https://www.hemingwaydesign.co.uk/first-light-lowestoft-22nd-june-2019/
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Brian Elvy 

Jason Martin 

Daniel Grieves 

Gareth Williams 

Toni Williams 

 

Lee Gerrard 

Fran Poston 

Penelope Holden 

NEW MEMBERS 

SOCIETY CONTACTS 
Chairman/Group Visit Co-ordinator: 

Roger Preece 

chairman@norwichastro.org.uk 

groupvisits@norwichastro.org 
 

 

Secretary/Website organiser: 

Debbie Forrester 

secretary@norwichastro.org 
  

 

Treasurer: 

Dave Provan 

treasurer@norwichastro.org.uk 

 
 

Membership Secretary: 

Andrew Sutkowski  

membership@norwichastro.org.uk 
  

Committee:            

Mark Turner 

marqueturner2000@yahoo.co.uk 
  

 

Debbie Forester  

debbief1deb@gmail.com  
  

 

Chris Grimmer 

chrisgrimmer@googlemail.com 
  

 

Paul Woolley 

paul@swampy.me,uk                   
  

 

Cygnus Editor: 

Gary Wortley 

cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk       

IN THE SPOTLIGHT - the Pale Blue Dot, 30 years on 

Thirty years ago, Carl Sagan 

successfully convinced NASA to turn 

the Voyager 1 spacecraft around as 

it was traveling far out into the 

cosmos. The photo taken has 

become one of the most iconic 

images of all time — the "Pale Blue 

Dot," an image of Earth, a tiny blue 

speck shining brilliantly in a band of 

light.  

This version (left) has been spruced 

up using modern image-processing 

software, by NASA engineer Kevin 

Gill for the anniversary; whilst 

keeping it true to its original form.  
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